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Abstract
Web services are the recent technology that 
differ from the previous technology in that platf-
orm independent standards allow us to keep the 
implementation details hidden from the end user 
and client side .In Web Services Model, there is 
three component which play major role in their 
work for an application service provider, service 
registry and service consumer .Service Provider 
provides the web service description with the 
XML specification  information in the WSDL 
document which gives the operation and mess-
ages  description of the web services using this 
style we are focusing on the semantic web con- 
cept to provide the semantic information of ser-
vices to resolve the complexity of accessing the 
web services by the any organization. 

1. Introduction 

Web Services become very popular for the deve-
lopment of distributed application and xml based 
standards plays a major role for their devlelopm-
ent  Inter-application communication primarily 
requires a platform independent kind of languag-
eges used for writing application for while xml 
based standards provide facility having a differe-
nt specification among these WSDL(web service 
description language )is a widely used to descri-
be web services .A WSDL document exposés 
services functionality to end-users in enough 
detail to allow building of client application to 
interact with services usually via the SOAP 
protocol[1].

For the inter-communication between 
the application “context-information” exchange 
of data can automate the resolution of semantic 
conflicts among composed web services for 
application provided by the organization. This 
“context-information “ can be accommodate 
with new construct in the WSDL and extended 
the web services description in the documents 
this extended WSDL document represents the 
external interface to a web services which can be 

invoked by organization with their location 
,semantic information and resolve the 
complexity of accessing the services with 
meaning.
To capture the business process  there is several 
areas to be addressed by any platform that plans 
or claims to support Web Services. such as 
security ,Reliable Messaging ,Context Privacy, 
Transactions and work flow .These issues are 
considerable when  XML standards provide the 
“context-information “of the operation to show 
the work flow .above issues are taken in account 
in the different semantic web services standards .

2. Model of Web Services

Interoperability among disparate platforms can 
be provided to invoke a web services over 
ubiquitous network technologies for which 
conceptual web services model highlight the 
important artifacts of any system roles and 
operation .their is three kind of roles in a typical 
web services environment and the operation that 
they perform in order to make web service work 
as shown in figure1. 

     figure1.Three part of web service work flow 

Service provider: The Service provider exposes 
certain business functionality in their 
organization as a web services for any 
organization to invoke .it describe the web 
service in  standard format used by any 
organization for getting these web services.
Service consumer: Any organization uses these 
web services created by or published by a service 
provider can be a service consumer.
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Service Registry: Service registry is a central 
location where the service provider can list its 
web services and where service consumer can 
find the web services.
Publish: The service provider required to 
publish the details about its web service in the 
central service registry.
Find: Service consumer does a find operation In 
the services registry for which the service 
provider had been publish its web services in the 
standard format.
Bind: There is requirement of mechanism to 
bind the service provider’s web services for 
service consumer by which it can be invoked that 
web services.

3. Web Service Semantic

In the World Wide Web consortium (W3C) Web 
Service architecture  (W3CWA) [3] define two 
point or description of Web Service .First is the 
syntactic function description by wsd2 and 
Second is as semantic of the service .But in web 
service hier usability , usage and integration all 
there have used to be imported manually .In that 
there is no semantically mark-up context /service 
and not support to the semantic web cursors web 
service technology stack failed to realize the 
province of web service . so semantic web 
technology  and web service technology both can 
provide the solution of this problem . Semantic 
web technology allows the machine supported 
data  interpretation and ontologies as data model 
while web service technology provide a 
automated discovery ,selection ,composition and 
web based execution of services .they both are 
integrated together to provide a right selection of 
services based on context information .web 
service stack shown in figure 2.[4]. and the stack 
semantic are considered as a vertical layer that 
may be exploited by horizontal layer services 
description ,publishing,discovery,trading partn-
ers as well as services flow and composition 
.The basic Semantic web services requirement 
for guiding the work of any kind of framework 
be described as follows:

3.1 Existing web service standards support 
Integrating the semantic in the web services 
should be specified in such a compatible manner 
which does not dispute the existing base of web 
services.

3.2 Semantic representation language user’s 
compatibility 

Semantic annotation mechanism should be 
separate from the semantic description that 
approach may offer flexibility to the developer 
community to select any kind of semantic 
representation language such as OWL[5],WSML
[6] and UML[7] etc..

3.3 Support the organized multiple annotation 
written in different semantic representation 
languages
Service provider may choose to annote their 
service in multiple semantic representation 
language which may be discovered by any 
service consumer through multiple discovery 
engine .so multiple annotation should be 
associated with web services allowing the 
semantic of services into a description.

3.4 Data types of XML schema should 
describing semantic of web services
The Semantic annotation of service inputs and 
outputs need to support the annotation of XL 
schema.

3.5 Rich mapping mechanism between web 
services and Ontologies[8]
Mapping between xml schema to an logical 
concepts is the critical attention in the work of 
semantic web services .so metadata represent-
tation on language such as RDF[9],SPARQL[10] 
etc. are their which may not be proved good for 
mapping a particular schema and Ontologies.
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       Figure2.Web service Stack and semantic.

Using these Requirements Semantic web 
services can be used to give the context 
information of the web services with rich 
flexibility provided by any organization their 
usage contains a different part which are 
described as follows:
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Publication: Description of capable services 
availability.
Discovery: Locate the different services suitable 
for a given task.
Selection : Choosing the most appropriates 
services among the available one.
Composition: To achieve an goal combine the s-
ervices for a task.
Mediation: Solve mismatch (data,protocol,proc-
ess) among the combined services.
Execution: Invoke the particular services which 
follows the programming convention.

After getting the Execution there is requirement 
for any Execution support .First, controlling 
,control the process of execution .Second, 
transactional support for undo or mitigate 
unwanted effect. Third, facilating the 
replacement of service to the equivalent 
one.Fourth,verifying the service execution 
occurred in the expected way. 

4. Description of Semantic web service 
standards
Automated tools is the requirement to identify 
services that match a service requester to find 
yhe suitable web services which basically 
depends on the facilites to describe the capabliti-
es of the services by service provider and 
describe the requirement in an unambiguity sem-
antic by showing the required part of web 
services with intended concepts from  a 
Semantic Model[10].Their is many existing 
standards for the above explained issues which 
are as follows:

4.1 OWL-S: OWL-s is an ontology built on the 
top of web services ,by the DARPA DAML pro-
gram which replaces the former DAML-S and 
used for describing the semantic web services 
[11].The development of OWL—s aims to three 
things which makes a ground for the semantic 
web.First Automatic Service Discovery, discover 
the web services that fulfill a specific quality 
constraints without any human interaction 
.Second Automate-tic Service invocation using 
wsdl description OWL-s provides the automatic 
reading of description of the web services to 
invoke the services.Third,Automatic Web 
Service Compos-ition and interopration ,involve 
the coordinated invocation of tha various web 
services provided by the OWLs for execution of 
complex tasks

4.2 WSMO (Web Service Modeling 
Ontology)
WSMO is an Conceptual model for semantic 
web services which contains a different features 
for the web services discovery and composition. 
It provides a formal description language WSML 
,an healthy environment for the web services 
WSMX[12 ] which is based on the web service 
modeling framework WSMF[13].Its working 
group can be explained in the figure3.

                  WSMO-conceptual model for SWS

                    SDK
WSML                                   WSMX      
Rule based                      Execution Environment
Languges for SWS          for WSMO.

         Figure3.Dimensions of WSMO  

In WSMO,every elements is described by prope-
rties that gives an relevant and non functional 
aspects such as evolution support quality of 
service information ,complete description of item 
used by resource management etc.WSMO web 
service contains above explained issues and also 
adds advertisement of web services with the full 
support of web service discovery[14]. Non-
Function-al  properties of WSMO element can 
be as follows:

Dublin core metadata set :It describe the  com-
plete item description and support the Resource 
management as to use it with requirement of the 
service

Versioning information: This relate to the evol-
ution support for the WSMO element to contain 
the relevant information of service

Quality of the service information: Availabili-
ty and the Stablity of the Semantic information is 
the more concern for providing the right 
information..

4.3 WSDL-s
Web Service description language with semant-
ic(WSDL-s) has many constructs to represent se-
vice description interface, operating, 
messages, ,binding service and end point. First 
three shows the abstract definition of service and 
next three deals with service implementation 
..their is more concern on the semantically 
annotation of abstra-ct services definition to have 
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dynamic discovery composition and invocation 
of services .Annoti-ng the operation in the 
document can be descri-bed  with the their value 
and properties. 
Using annotation traditional input, output and 
precondition in services provided in a logical 
way to capture the semantic of operation .Annot-
ation shows the intended behavior of operation 
as an action and service discovery in the verb 
match a service for any given request quickly.

An Example:

We had been taken an example of the purchase 
order and modeled the ontology for the service 
semantic and their concepts the inputs ,outputs 
and operations of this service annoted by their 
semantic in the WSDL.
This approach associates schema mapping 
functions at the level of complex types. Schema 
mapping functions represented in XSLT and 
XQuery which can asssoociate the semantic 
information of the inputs and outputs and the 
operation at which they have to be operated.
Web service semantic can create the element as 
shown in figure5.

<element name=”category”  max 
occurs=”Unb-ounded”>
<ComplexType>
<ComplexContent>
<extension base=”wsdl:documented”>
<attribute name= ="categoryname" 
type=”NCname” use=”required”/>
<attribute name= ="taxonomyURI" 
type=”anyURI” use=”required”/>
<attribute name= ="taxonomyValue" 
type=”String” use=”optional”/>
<attribute name= ="taxonomyCode" 
type=”integer” use=”optional”/>
</extension>
</ComplexType>
</ComplexContent>
</element>

      figure5.

This kind of schema can provide the element of 
the operations in the web service which is acc-
essed  by the service consumer to get the 
required information through this description.

5. Conclusion

In this paper ,we have presented the use of 
semantic in the web service for easy access of 
services .since these all standards explained in 
the paper is validate by different organization but 
there is more research is in process having a 
feasibility with the developer. Different approach 
are their but some drawbacks also their in using 
them. OWL-s ,WSMO and WSDL-s such as O-
WL-s is an ontology based standards and 
grounded on WSDL which mapped to UDDI ,the 
service registry, in which ontologies provide a 
conceptual framework to describe the domain of 
web services.WSMO provide end to end functi-
on for execution SWS and having all related fea-
tures for developers to real implementation while 
WSDL-s can not be considered as behavioural 
aspect of a web service, which among other 
thing specifiy the service operation  to be 
invoked the-se can be referred to BPEL,and 
WSMO etc. whi-ch is expained in the paper. 
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